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Abstract
The efficiency of AI planning systems is usually evaluated
empirically. The planning domains used in the competitions
of the 1998 and 2000 AIPS conferences are of particular importance in this context. Many of these domains share a common theme of transporting portables, making use of mobiles
traversing a map of locations and roads.
In this contribution, we embed these benchmarks into a wellstructured hierarchy of transportation problems and study the
computational complexity of optimal and non-optimal planning in this domain family. We identify the key features that
make transportation tasks hard and try to shed some light on
the recent success of planning systems based on heuristic local search, as observed in the AIPS 2000 competition.

Introduction
Apart from generally applicable hardness results (Bylander
1994), there is hardly any theoretical work on the time and
space efficiency of common planning algorithms, so empirical methods have become the standard for performance evaluations in the planning community. Running time on problems from classical planning domains such as L OGISTICS
and B LOCKSWORLD has often been (and still is) used for
comparing the relative merits of planning systems. However, this kind of comparison is always difficult. If no planning system performs well in a given domain, does that
mean that they are all poor, or is that domain intrinsically
hard? If they all perform well, is this because of their
strength or because of the simplicity of the task?
On a related issue, should planning systems be preferred
that generate shorter plans but need more time? While there
is no general answer to that question, theoretical results can
contribute to the discussion, for example in cases where generating plans is easy but generating optimal plans is infeasible.
For addressing these issues, domain-specific complexity
results for planning tasks appear to be useful. Pondering
which domains to analyze, the ones that immediately spring
to mind are the competition benchmarks from AIPS 1998
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and AIPS 2000, considering their general importance for
the planning community and the wealth of empirical performance data available.
While it would be possible to investigate each competition domain in isolation, it seems more worthwhile to identify commonly reoccurring concepts and prove more general
results that apply to domain families rather than individual
domains. Not only does this help present the results in a
more structured way, it also allows to shed some light on the
sources of hardness in these benchmarks.
Because of space limitations, we only discuss the
transportation domain family here, covering eight of the
thirteen competition domains, namely G RID, G RIPPER,
L OGISTICS, M YSTERY, M YSTERY ’, and three versions of
M ICONIC -10. A similar discussion of the other domains
(A SSEMBLY, B LOCKSWORLD, F REE C ELL, M OVIE, and
S CHEDULE) and the corresponding domain families as well
as a more thorough discussion of the results presented here
can be found elsewhere (Helmert 2001).
In the next section, we introduce and analyze some new
transportation problems generalizing most of the competition benchmarks. The following section applies the results
of this analysis to the competition domains and covers some
additional aspects of the G RID and M ICONIC -10 domains.
Then we discuss the implications of these results, followed
by some comments on related work and possible directions
for future research.

A Hierarchy of Transportation Problems
In this section, we will define and analyze a hierarchy of
transportation problems that combines the key features of
the important transportation benchmark domains.
Definition 1 T RANSPORT task
A T RANSPORT task is a 9-tuple (V, E, M, P, fuel0 , l0 , lG ,
cap, road), where
• (V, E) is the roadmap graph; its vertices are called locations, its edges are called roads,
• M is a finite set of mobiles,
• P is a finite set of portables (V , M , and P must be disjoint),
• fuel0 : V → N is the fuel function,
• l0 : (M ∪ P ) → V is the initial location function,

• lG : P → V is the goal location function,
• cap : M → N is the capacity function, and finally
• road : M → P(E) is the movement constraints function.
This should not require much explanation. The goal location function is only defined for portables because we do
not care about the final locations of mobiles. We do require
that goal locations are specified for all portables, unlike most
planning domains. This is because portables with unspecified goals could safely be ignored, not contributing to the
hardness of the task.
The fuel function bounds the number of times a given location can be left by a mobile. Fuel is associated with locations rather than mobiles because this is the way it is handled in the M YSTERY-like domains. The carrying capacity
function bounds the number of portables a given mobile can
carry at the same time. The movement constraints function
specifies which roads a given mobile is allowed to use.
We will now define some special cases of transportation
tasks.
Definition 2 Special cases of T RANSPORT tasks
For i, j ∈ {1, ∞, ∗} and k ∈ {1, +, ∗}, Iijk is defined as
the set of all T RANSPORT tasks I = (V, E, M, P, fuel0 , l0 ,
lG , cap, road) satisfying:
• For i = 1, cap(m) = 1 for all mobiles m (one mobile can
carry one portable).
• For i = ∞, cap(m) = |P | for all mobiles m (unlimited
capacity).
• For j = 1, fuel0 (v) = 1 for all locations v (one fuel unit
per location).
• For j = ∞, fuel0 (v) = ∞1 for all locations v (unlimited
fuel).
• For k = +, road(m) = E for all mobiles m (no movement restrictions).
• For k = 1, road(m) = E for all mobiles m and |M | = 1
(no movement restrictions, only one mobile).
According to this definition, the most general task set,
containing all T RANSPORT tasks, is I∗∗∗ , and the most specific ones, having no proper specializations in the hierarchy,
are I111 , I1∞1 , I∞11 , and I∞∞1 .
Definition 3 T RANSPORT state transition graph
The state transition graph T (I) of a T RANSPORT task
I = (V, E, M, P, fuel0 , l0 , lG , cap, road) is the digraph
(VT , AT ) with VT = (M ∪ P → V ∪ M ) × (V →
{0, . . . , max fuel0 (V )})2 and ((l, fuel), (l0 , fuel0 )) ∈ AT if
and only if:
1
Of course, ∞ is not a natural number. However, as we shall
see shortly in the proof of Theorem 6, we can assume that there is
“enough” fuel at each location, justifying this definition.
2
States specify the location of mobiles and portables and the
current fuel function.

(∃m ∈ M, v, v 0 ∈ V :
l(m) = v ∧ {v, v 0 } ∈ road(m) ∧ fuel(v) > 0
∧ l0 = l ⊕ (m, v 0 )3 ∧ fuel0 = fuel ⊕ (v, fuel(v) − 1))
∨ (∃m ∈ M, p ∈ P :
l(m) = l(p) ∧ |{ p ∈ P | l(p) = m }| < cap(m)
∧ l0 = l ⊕ (p, m) ∧ fuel0 = fuel)
∨ (∃m ∈ M, p ∈ P :
l(p) = m ∧ l0 = l ⊕ (p, l(m)) ∧ fuel0 = fuel)
This definition captures the intuition of legal state transitions in the specified transportation task. The first disjunct
specifies transitions related to movements of a mobile, the
second relates to a mobile picking up a portable, and the
third to a mobile dropping a portable. In the following, we
will only use these intuitive terms when talking about state
transitions.
We can now define the decision problems we are interested in:
Definition 4 P LAN E X-T RANSPORTij k
Given: T RANSPORT task I = (V, E, M, P, fuel0 , l0 , lG ,
cap, road) ∈ Iijk .
Question: In T (I), is there any directed path from (l0 , fuel0 )
to (lG , fuel0 ) for some fuel0 ∈ V → N?
Definition 5 P LAN L EN-T RANSPORTij k
Given: T RANSPORT task I = (V, E, M, P, fuel0 , l0 , lG ,
cap, road) ∈ Iijk , K ∈ N.
Question: In T (I), is there a directed path of length at most
K from (l0 , fuel0 ) to (lG , fuel0 ) for some fuel0 ∈ V → N?
Theorem 6 P LAN L EN-T RANSPORT∗∗∗ ∈ NP.
Proof. If we can show that any solvable T RANSPORT task
I has a solution of length p(kIk) for some fixed polynomial
p, then a simple guess and check algorithm can solve the
problem non-deterministically.
This is true because each portable only needs to be at each
location at most once, bounding the number of pickup and
drop actions, and in between two pickup or drop actions, no
mobile should visit a given location twice.
2
Corollary 7 P LAN E X-T RANSPORTij k ≤p P LAN L ENT RANSPORTij k for arbitrary values of i, j, k (and hence
P LAN E X-T RANSPORT∗∗∗ ∈ NP).
Proof. A T RANSPORT task I has a solution if and only
if it has a solution of length p(kIk), for the polynomial p
from the preceding theorem. Therefore the mapping of I to
(I, p(kIk)) is a polynomial reduction.
2

Plan Existence
Theorem 8 P LAN E X-T RANSPORT∗∞∗ ∈ P.
Proof. Using breadth-first search on road(m) starting at
l0 (m) for each mobile m with non-zero capacity, we can
determine which roads can ever be used by any loaded mobile. The task can be solved if and only if for each portable
p, lG (p) can be reached from l0 (p) using these roads. This
3
We use the notation f ⊕ (a0 , b0 ) for functional overloading,
i. e., the function f 0 with f 0 (a0 ) = b0 and f 0 (a) = f (a) for a 6= a0 .

can easily be decided in polynomial time, and in fact the
actual plans can easily be generated.
2
This shows that the plan existence problems can be solved
in polynomial time if no fuel constraints are present. We will
now show that they are NP-complete otherwise, by proving
NP-hardness of P LAN E X-T RANSPORT111 and P LAN E XT RANSPORT∞11 .
Theorem 9 P LAN E X-T RANSPORT111 is NP-complete.
Proof. Membership in NP is already known. We prove NPhardness by a reduction from the NP-complete problem of
finding a Hamiltonian path with a fixed start vertex (Garey
and Johnson 1979, Problem GT39). Let (V, E) be a graph
and v1 ∈ V . Then (V, E) contains a Hamiltonian path starting at v1 if and only if there is a solution for the T RANSPORT
task I ∈ I111 defined as follows: For each v ∈ V , there are
two distinct locations v (called an entrance) and v ∗ (called
an exit), with one unit of fuel each. At each entrance, there
is a portable to be moved to the corresponding exit. There is
only one mobile, of capacity one, starting at the entrance v1 .
There are roads from v to v ∗ for v ∈ V and from u∗ to v for
{u, v} ∈ E.
Now, if there is a Hamiltonian path in (V, E) starting
at v1 , say [v1 , . . . , vn ], then there is a solution for the
planning task where the movement path of the mobile is
[v1 , v1∗ , . . . , vn , vn∗ ] and portables are picked up and dropped
in the obvious way.
Now consider there is a solution to the planning task.
Whenever a portable is picked up (at an entrance), the only
reasonable thing to do is to move to its destination (the corresponding exit) and drop it, because there is no use in deferring that movement when the carrying capacity is exhausted.
The mobile must then proceed to the next entrance, which is
only possible in the ways defined by the edges in the original
graph. Thus, the plan corresponds to a path in the original
graph that visits every vertex. It must be Hamiltonian, because if an entrance were ever visited twice, it could never
be left again because of fuel constraints.
2
Although the same reduction could be used in the infinite
capacity case, we give another proof for this case showing
that it is already NP-complete even if the roadmap is restricted to be a planar graph.
Theorem 10 P LAN E X-T RANSPORT∞11 is NP-complete,
even if the roadmap is restricted to be a planar graph.
Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness,
we reduce from the Hamiltonian Path problem with a fixed
start vertex in a planar graph (Helmert 2001). Let (V, E)
be the graph and v1 ∈ V . Then (V, E) contains a Hamiltonian path starting at v1 if and only if there is a solution
for the T RANSPORT task I ∈ I∞11 defined as follows: The
roadmap of the planning task is (V, E), each location provides one unit of fuel, and there is one portable to be delivered to each location from v1 , the initial location of the only
mobile (of unlimited capacity).
Clearly, this problem is solvable if and only if there is a
Hamiltonian Path in (V, E) starting at v1 .
2

This concludes our analysis of P LAN E X-T RANSPORTij k .
The problems can be solved in polynomial time if j = ∞
and are NP-complete otherwise.

Bounded Plan Existence
Theorems 6, 9 and 10 and Corollary 7 imply NPcompleteness for P LAN L EN-T RANSPORTij k for j 6= ∞. In
this subsection, we will show that the same result holds in
the unrestricted fuel case, even in some very limited special
cases.
In fact, the proofs of Theorems 9 and 10 can be adjusted
to prove NP-completeness of P LAN L EN-T RANSPORT1∞1
and P LAN L EN-T RANSPORT∞∞1 by replacing the fuel restrictions with plan length bounds of 4|V | − 1 and 3|V | − 3,
respectively. However, these results require allowing for arbitrary (or arbitrary planar) roadmaps, and thus do not apply
to planning domains such as L OGISTICS or G RID. For that
reason, we will prove some stronger results now.
The first result in this section applies to grid roadmaps,
i. e., graphs with vertex set {0, . . . , w}×{0, . . . , h} for some
w, h ∈ N (called width and height of the grid, respectively),
where vertices (a, b) and (a0 , b0 ) are connected by an edge if
and only if |a − a0 | + |b − b0 | = 1. Note that grids are always
planar graphs.
Theorem 11 P LAN L EN-T RANSPORT1∞1 is NP-complete,
even if the roadmap is restricted to be a grid.
Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness,
we reduce from the L1 metric TSP, which is NP-complete
in the strong sense (Garey and Johnson 1979, Problem
ND23).4
Omitting the technical details, which can be found elsewhere (Helmert 2001), the key idea is to have one portable
for each site in the TSP instance, which needs to be moved
to an adjacent location. The mobile starts at the northmost
(with the highest y coordinate) TSP site and has to visit each
site in order to deliver all portables, and the number of movements needed for that is equal to the length of the shortest
non-closed TSP tour (i. e., a tour not returning to the initial
location). The tour can be closed by putting an additional
portable that needs to be moved “far up north”.
To enforce that the length of the shortest plan is dominated by the movement between sites rather than movement
between the initial and (adjacent) goal locations of portables
the coordinates of the sites are scaled by a factor of 2n (n
being the number of sites).
2
The same reduction can be used in the unrestricted capacity case (Helmert 2001). Additionally, in this setting the
following result holds.
Theorem 12 P LAN L EN-T RANSPORT∞∞1 is NP-complete,
even if the roadmap is restricted to be a complete graph.
Proof. Membership in NP is already known. For hardness,
we reduce from the Feedback Vertex Set problem (Garey
4
Our transformation is only polynomial if numbers in the original TSP instance are encoded in unary, but this is a valid assumption for decision problems that are NP-complete in the strong
sense.
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Figure 1: G RID instance corresponding to (A ∨ B ∨ D) ∧ (A ∨ ¬A ∨ C) ∧ (B ∨ ¬C ∨ ¬D). Locations with doors are marked
with squares. The bottom left location contains the mobile and one key for each literal, opening the corresponding doors. The
bottom right location contains an additional key. All keys must be moved to the bottom left location.
and Johnson 1979, Problem GT7). Let (V, A) be a digraph
and K ∈ N. Then (V, A) contains a feedback vertex set of
size at most K if and only if there is a solution of length at
most 3|V | + 2|A| + K for the T RANSPORT task I ∈ I∞∞1
where the roadmap is a complete graph with locations V and
an additional location v0 , which is the initial location of the
only mobile, there are no capacity or fuel constraints, there
is one portable to be moved from v0 to each v ∈ V and one
portable to be moved from u to v for each (u, v) ∈ A.
To see this, observe that for each feedback vertex set V 0 ⊆
V , the planning task can be solved by moving the mobile to
the vertices from V 0 in any order, then to the vertices from
V \ V 0 in an order which is consistent with the arcs in the
subgraph induced by V \ V 0 (which must be acyclic because
V 0 is a feedback vertex set), and finally to the vertices from
V 0 again, in any order, picking up and dropping portables in
the obvious way. This requires |A| + |V | pickup and drop
actions each and |V | + |V 0 | movements, totaling a number
of actions bounded by 3|V | + 2|A| + K if |V 0 | ≤ K.
On the other hand, any plan must contain at least one
pickup and drop action for each portable and visit each location at least once, totaling 3|V | + 2|A| actions, so if a
plan does not exceed the given length bound, there cannot
be more than K locations that are visited more than once.
These locations must form a feedback vertex set.
2

Competition Domains from AIPS 1998/2000
Having completed the analysis of the T RANSPORT domain,
we can now apply these results to the transportation domains
from the planning competition.5
The M YSTERY domain (McDermott 2000) is equal to our
I∗∗+ task set. Thus, plan existence and bounded plan existence are NP-complete in this domain, even in the case
of planar roadmaps, according to Theorems 6 and 10 and
Corollary 7. This still holds if there is only one mobile and
all portables start at the same location as the mobile.
The M YSTERY ’ domain (McDermott 2000) adds operators to move fuel between locations to the original
M YSTERY domain. However, these can only be applied if at
least two units of fuel are present at a given location, so for
tasks from I∗1+ , there is no difference between the two do5
Since a “benchmark domain” is not defined by the PDDL domain file alone (consider the L OGISTICS domain, where it is implicitly assumed that in well-formed problems the sets of portables,
trucks and airplanes are disjoint), we refer to the literature for informal (Bacchus 2001; Long et al. 2000; McDermott 2000) and
formal definitions (Helmert 2001) of these planning tasks.

mains and consequently the same hardness results apply for
M YSTERY ’. Membership in NP for the decision problems
related to M YSTERY ’ follows from a polynomial plan length
argument, as for the number of move, pickup and drop actions the same bounds as for T RANSPORT tasks apply, and
there is no need to have more actions that move fuel than
movements of mobiles.
L OGISTICS tasks (McDermott 2000) are special cases of
I∞∞∗ tasks and generalizations of I∞∞1 tasks with complete graph roadmaps. Thus, according to Theorems 6,
8, and 12, plans can be found in polynomial time in this
domain, but the bounded plan existence problem is NPcomplete, even if there is only one mobile (either truck or
airplane).
The G RIPPER domain (McDermott 2000) is a specialization of I∗∞1 and thus allows for generating plans in polynomial time. Of course, this domain is so simple that even
optimal plans can be generated in polynomial time.
For tasks without doors, the G RID domain (McDermott
2000) is very similar to I1∞1 with grid roadmaps,6 thus the
bounded plan existence problem in this domain is NP-hard,
even in the absence of doors. It is actually in NP and thus
NP-complete (with or without doors), again by a polynomial
plan length argument, as it is not hard to bound the number
of actions between two unlock actions in a reasonable plan,
and no location can be unlocked more than once.
If optimality is not required, plans can be generated in
the G RID domain in polynomial time by a simple strategy
unlocking door after door as long as this is possible and
then moving the keys to their goal destinations if reachable
(Helmert 2001).
Concluding our discussion of G RID, we want to briefly
mention another proof of NP-hardness for the bounded plan
existence problem without going into detail (cf. Helmert
2001). This reduction does not emphasize the route planning aspect of the domain and instead makes use of doors
and is illustrated in Figure 1.

M ICONIC -10
For the remaining competition domain, the M ICONIC -10 elevator domain (Koehler and Schuster 2000), things are a bit
more complicated. There are actually three different domains under that name that were part of the AIPS 2000
competition. The first, called M ICONIC -10 STRIPS, defines tasks very similar to L OGISTICS with one mobile, or
6

The only difference is that in G RID, the portable in hand can be
swapped with a portable at the current location in just one action,
but this does not make a difference for the proof of Theorem 11.

Passenger
p0
∀u ∈ V : pu
∀u ∈ V : p∗u
∀u ∈ V : p∞
u
∀(u, v) ∈ A: pu,v

From
f0
f0
fu
fu∗
fu,v

To
fv1
fu
fu∗
f∞
fv

Access to. . .
{f0 , fv1 }
F \ {f∞ }
Fu ∪ {f∞ }
F \ {fu }
{fu,v , fu∗ , fv }

Special
VIP, attendant
attended
attendant
none
attendant

Figure 2: Passengers of the M ICONIC -10 tasks.
I∞∞1 with complete graphs. The only difference is that
portables (passengers) can only be dropped at their destination locations and can never be picked up again (reboard
the elevator). Theorems 6, 8, and 12 apply, and thus plans
can be found in polynomial time, but deciding existence of
a bounded length plan is an NP-complete problem.
The same is true for the second version of M ICONIC -10,
called simple ADL. In this version, all boarding and leaving at a given floor (picking up or dropping) is automatically
handled by a single stop action with conditional effects. It
causes all passengers inside the elevator with that goal destination to leave and all passengers waiting outside to board.
This only requires a minor change to the proof of Theorem
12, changing the plan length bound to 2(|V | + K) + 1 for
|V | + K movements of the elevator and |V | + K + 1 stop
actions.
The “real” M ICONIC -10 domain additionally introduces
special passengers which impose movement restrictions on
the elevator. Most importantly, the elevator may only stop
at floors to which all passengers inside the elevator have access, and there are “attended” passengers who require the
presence of at least one “attendant” passenger as long as they
are inside the cabin (if the last attendant leaves the elevator,
a new one must board). There are also VIP passengers who
must be served with priority.
The decision problems related to that domain are still in
NP because the number of stops can be bounded by twice the
number of passengers to be served (one stop at their initial,
another at their goal floor), and this in turn bounds the number of movements. However, as it turns out, plan existence
is already NP-hard in this domain. Due to space restrictions,
we will not give a formal definition of the decision problem
at hand (given in Helmert 2001). It should be possible to understand the following proof without those details, though.
Theorem 13 P LAN E X-M ICONIC -10 is NP-complete.
Proof. Membership in NP has been shown. For NPhardness, we reduce from the problem of finding a Hamiltonian path with a fixed start vertex v1 in a digraph (V, A)
(Garey and Johnson 1979, Problem GT39).
The corresponding M ICONIC -10 task has the following
floors: an init floor f0 , final floor f∞ , for each vertex u a
vertex start floor fu and vertex end floor fu∗ , and for each
arc (u, v) an arc floor fu,v . F is the set of all these floors
and for each vertex u, Fu is the set containing fu , fu∗ , and
the arc floors for outgoing arcs of u. The passengers to be
served are shown in Figure 2.
Assume that it is possible to solve the task. Because p0
is a VIP, the first stops must be at f0 and fv1 , picking up all

the attended passengers and p∗v1 . Because of the movement
restrictions of that passenger, the journey can only proceed
to floors from Fv1 , and fv∗1 is not an option because going
there would lead to the only attendant leaving. Thus, the
elevator must go to fv1 ,v2 (for some vertex v2 that is adjacent
to v1 ) and can then only proceed to fv∗1 and then fv2 , picking
up p∞
v1 .
We are now in a similar situation as upon arrival at fv1 ,
and again, the elevator will eventually go to some floor fv3 ,
then fv4 , following the arcs of the digraph (V, A) in a path
[v1 , . . . , vn ] until all vertices have been visited once. No
vertex can be visited twice because of the passengers of type
p∞
u . So plan existence implies a Hamiltonian path starting
at v1 in the digraph.
On the other hand, if a Hamiltonian path exists, there is
a sequence of elevator movements that leads to all attended
passengers having arrived at their final destination and the
elevator being at some floor fu for u ∈ V . No longer requiring attendants, it can then immediately proceed to fu∗ , then
f∞ and finally serve the remaining passengers of type fu,v
(for arcs (u, v) not part of the Hamiltonian path), one after
the other, completing the plan.
2

Discussion
Let us briefly summarize the results of our analysis. For
fairly general transportation tasks, we have shown NPcompleteness of non-optimal planning in the restricted fuel
case and NP-completeness of optimal planning in all cases.
Just finding some plan in tasks where fuel is abundant was
shown to be a polynomial problem.
This is detailed in Figure 3. For some domains, even some
severe restrictions are still sufficient to get NP-hardness.
Specifically, all NP-hardness results in the multi-agent competition domains still hold if there is only one agent, and
the NP-hardness result for G RID still holds if there are no
doors at all. For convenience, we repeat the results for the
competition domains:
Domain name
G RID
G RIPPER
L OGISTICS
M ICONIC -10 (STRIPS)
M ICONIC -10 (simple)
M ICONIC -10 (full)
M YSTERY, M YSTERY ’

P LAN E X
polynomial
polynomial
polynomial
polynomial
polynomial
NP-complete
NP-complete

P LAN L EN
NP-complete
polynomial
NP-complete
NP-complete
NP-complete
NP-complete
NP-complete

It is interesting to observe that in those domains where
heuristic local search planners such as FF (Hoffmann and

T RANSPORT∗∗∗
Theorem 6

M YSTERY ’

T RANSPORT∗1+

T RANSPORT111
Theorem 9

T RANSPORT∗∞∗
Theorem 8

M YSTERY

T RANSPORT∞11
planar graph
Theorem 10

G RID

M ICONIC -10
Theorem 13

L OGISTICS

T RANSPORT1∞1
grid graph
Theorem 11

M ICONIC -10
simple ADL

T RANSPORT∞∞1
complete graph
Theorem 12

M ICONIC -10
STRIPS

G RID
no doors

Figure 3: The transportation domains hierarchy. Black lines indicate special cases, gray lines strong similarities of domains.
Deciding plan existence is NP-complete for domains with gray boxes, plans can be generated in polynomial time for domains
in white boxes. The bounded plan length problem is NP-complete for all domains in the figure. For the G RIPPER domain (not
shown), both problems are polynomial.
Nebel 2001) excel, the table lists different results for plan
existence and bounded plan existence. Because all hardness proofs only use a single agent, they carry over to optimal parallel planning, which implies that in these domains
planners like Graphplan (Blum and Furst 1997) or IPP
(Koehler et al. 1997) try to solve provably hard subproblems
that local search planners do not have to care about. When
optimal plans are not required, local search has a conceptual
advantage here, and we cannot hope for similar performance
from any planner striving for optimality.
Greedy local search is less appropriate, however, if additional constraints can lead to dead ends in the search space.
We have faced this problem when dealing with fuel constraints and in the full M ICONIC -10 domain, where it may
be unwise to have people board the elevator who restrict its
movement too much. In fact, the competition domains with
NP-hard plan existence problems are exactly the ones for
which current planners based on heuristic local search encounter unrecognized dead ends (Hoffmann 2001).7
While the observation that non-optimal planning is often
easier than optimal planning is by no means surprising or
new, we consider it important to point out. While there has
been significant recent progress on non-optimal planning,
optimal planners tend to get less attention than they deserve,
maybe due to the fact that they are often compared to their
non-optimal counterparts in terms of the size of problems
they can handle. This kind of comparison is hardly fair.
We also observe that all discussed decision problems are
in NP. We do not consider this a weakness of the benchmark
set, as in STRIPS planning, NP membership is guaranteed
as soon as plan lengths are polynomially bounded, which is
a reasonable restriction from a plan execution point of view.
7

This is also true for the non-transportation benchmarks
(Helmert 2001; Hoffmann 2001).

Related Work
Other work in the AI planning literature concerned
with computational complexity results mostly focuses on
domain-independent planning, analyzing different variants of the planning problem and special cases thereof
(Bäckström and Nebel 1995; Bylander 1994; Erol, Nau, and
Subrahmanian 1995). This work mainly covers purely syntactical restrictions of general planning, such as limiting the
number of operator preconditions or effects, but also discusses the complexity of STRIPS-style planning in (arbitrary) fixed domains (Erol, Nau, and Subrahmanian 1995).
There are very few articles in the planning literature
which are concerned with the same kind of domaindependent planning complexity results as this work. The
existing literature concentrates on the complexity of
B LOCKSWORLD, including results for generalizations of the
classical domain, e. g., allowing for blocks of different size.
The most comprehensive reference for this line of research is
an article by Gupta and Nau (Gupta and Nau 1992). There is
also a very interesting discussion of the important distinction
between optimal, near-optimal and non-optimal planning in
B LOCKSWORLD (Selman 1994).
The usefulness of the idea of partitioning planning domains into families like transportation and most of the corresponding terminology is borrowed from work by Long and
Fox (2000), although in that paper the focus is on the automatic detection of transportation domains and the exploitation of some of their features by a planning algorithm, not
on complexity aspects.

Outlook
While some questions were answered in the preceding sections, open issues remain. In some domains it would be
interesting to investigate some more special cases to come

up with more fine-grained results. For example, in the full
M ICONIC -10 domain, plan existence is NP-complete, but it
is polynomial without special passengers and access restrictions. What is the complexity if only some of these enhancements are made?
Where plan existence is NP-complete, detecting the phase
transition between (usually easy) under-constrained and
(usually easy) over-constrained instances would be interesting, increasing the benefit of these domains for benchmarking.
Finally, in addition to discussing “optimal” and “nonoptimal” planning, near-optimal planning is an interesting
topic for domains where plan existence and bounded plan
existence are of different complexity (Slaney and Thiébaux
2001). Giving performance guarantees is certainly easy in
L OGISTICS and the restricted M ICONIC -10 domains, but
what about G RID?
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